(nutrition support* OR medical nutrition therap* OR artificial feeding* OR tube feeding* OR gastric feeding* OR enteral nutrition* OR parenteral nutrition* OR parenteral feeding* OR intravenous feeding* OR parenteral hyperalimentation*) 
√
Method of addressing articles published in languages other than English We included records published or registered exclusively in English.
Method of handling abstracts and unpublished studies Abstracts were excluded, unpublished studies were screened, one of them fit the inclusion criteria. Since there are no results available, this study was not included in Table 1 or Table 2 . √ Description of any contact with authors None.
Reporting of methods should include

√
Description of relevance or appropriateness of studies assembled for assessing the hypothesis to be tested Detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria are described in the Methods section.
√ Rationale for the selection and coding of data Data extracted from each of the studies were relevant to the population characteristics, study design, glucose management strategy, sample size and primary outcome as well as main results deemed relevant. √ Assessment of quality of included studies Study quality was assessed using the Cochrane risk of bias tool. Retrospective studies were refrained from quality evaluation.
Reporting of conclusions should include
√
Consideration of alternative explanations for observed results We discussed that multiple testing might be an alternative explanation for the observed outcomes, as not all studies corrected for this or defined primary outcome.
Generalization of the conclusions
The generalizability of our findings has been limited by the small sample sizes of the included trials. Also, the findings are not generalizable to children as the included trials only comprised the adult population. √ Guidelines for future research Future studies are required to determine the best management option for glucose control in larger populations. √ Disclosure of funding source No separate funding was necessary for the undertaking of this systematic review.
